The analysis given by Elder [J. Acoust. SOC. Am. 84, 1554 (1973)] of the mechanism of interaction between a time-varying air jet flow velocity and a resonant organ pipe is extended to deal with the case in which a jet of fixed flow velocity is deflected to cut a sharp pipe lip. Similar terms arise in the analysis but the nonlinearities are less important than in EIder's case. The generation of higher transverse pipe modes by the jet asymmetry is considered and it is concluded that such modes may play a significant part in coupling ordinary pipe modes to pipe-wall vibrations. 
INTRODUCTION
In an important recent paper/ Elder has analyzed the way in which a fluctuat:.ng air jet can interact with a resonant air column to provide a driving mechanism for sound generation, as in orl=•an flue pipes. His treatment encompasses the driving interactions discussed earlier by Helmholtz, Rayleigh, Cromer, and Coltman and puts these into perspective in a more complete theory.
Elder's model is, however, itself one extreme case of a still more general situation, in that he assumes the pipe to be driven by an air jet whose velocity varies while its cross section remains constant. In a real situation, as we see presently, both the velocity and the cross section of the jet mav vary and this leads to additional complications. It is the purpose of this paper first to set up the equation.,; for the general case and then to investigate the opposite extreme in which the air jet cross section varies while its velocity remains constant. We find that the driving mechanism is much more nearly linear in this extreme than in that discussed by Eider.
Finally we give some consideration to the relation between these idealized models and the situation in a real pipe. We find that a variety of new effects may enter which have a significant influence on pipe speech.
I. JET MOMENTUM EQUATIONS
Eider considers a jet with cross section Sj and velocity Uj interacting with • resonant combination of a pipe of cross section Sp and a pipe-mouth of cross section Sin, the velocities in these being U• and U,•, respectively. Assuming the jet to transfer momentum to the fluid in the pipe over a mixing length •x, he then applies considerations of momentum flow to relate the various velocities and pressures involved. There is, in fact, a hidden assumption in this development in that the walls of the pipe are assumed to exert no component of force along the pipe axis, which can only be true if the total cross-section remains constant so that
The idealized physical situation is therefore as shown in Fig. 1 , which differs slightly from Elder's arrangement, as will be discussed below.
In a real organ pipe, and in our idealized situation, the jet is formed by a flue at some distance upstream from the mouth plane M. It is therefore reasonable to idealize the mouth velocity distribution U,• to be uniform over the whole pipe cross section so that the actual velocity over the jet area S• is not U• but U•+ U,,. This minor modification to the model, which is more appropriate to our geometry than to the confined jet assumed by Elder, produces a great simplification in the resulting equations.
We now make use of (1) 
III. OTHER NONLINEARITIES
The results of our analysis are simpler than Elder's because we have not considered any nonlinearity arising from change in duct cross section near the pipe mouth. Any such change in dimensions or flow direction inevitably produces nonlinearity and mode coupling because of the relatively large acoustic velocities involved and the basic nonlinearity of the equations for wave propagation. A complete theory must include such effects but, except at extreme acoustic levels, their influence on the behavior of the pipe is likely to be small in comparison with other nonlinearities now to be discussed.
In a real organ pipe or flute the exciting jet generally has a bell-shaped velocity profile and sweeps across the pipe lip from a position well outside to a position well inside the pipe. Even if the deflection of such a switched jet is simply sinusoidal, its flow into the pipe will give a driving force rich in harmonics. This will excite the relevant pipe modes which will in turn interact with the jet in a way which has been described elsewhere. • In the presence of such extreme nonlinearity the contribution of terms like ((•,)n• or of the duct cross-section change at the pipe mouth will be overshadowed and can usually be ignored. In the case of musical instruments it is generally a good approximation to neglect all the modes with nonzero transverse wave number because, with common pipe dimensions and sounding frequencies, these modes have imaginary phase veloaities and are very strongly attenuated. It is evident, however, that the air jet exciting an ordinary organ pipe does so in a manner which is very for from being uniform over the pipe cross seetion, so that we should expect it to couple strongly to some of the higher pipe modes. 
